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II. ADDICTION IN THE NEWS



http://bit.ly/2lijrHnl

http://bit.ly/2ljrHnI
http://bit.ly/2ljrHnI


“In Philadelphia, just four miles from where America declared its 
independence is a hidden-in-plain sight wasteland along railroad 
tracks where the most desperate of Philadelphia’s addicts have 

handed over their lives and liberty to heroin.”

-A Hidden Hellscape, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/A_hidden_heroin_hellscape.html
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“Addicts - many with needle marks so fresh that still-drying blood 
glistens in the sun - twist their bodies into unnatural forms to crouch 

and teeter on the trash-covered banks as they shoot up. ”

-A Hidden Hellscape, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/A_hidden_heroin_hellscape.html
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“At a plywood shack known to denizens as ‘the hospital,’ users too 
squeamish to inject themselves can pay a few dollars to a 
Ray-Ban-wearing addict who looks like he stepped out of a 

Mad Max movie. ”

-A Hidden Hellscape, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/A_hidden_heroin_hellscape.html
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“From her worn mattress beneath the graffiti-covered underbelly of 
the B Street Bridge, Ana Correa can see across the Conrail tracks to 
the opposite embankment, where almost daily addicts overdose and 

tumble down the detritus-covered slope like rag dolls.”

-A Hidden Hellscape, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/A_hidden_heroin_hellscape.html
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“[Law-enforcement officers] agree that just arresting addicts won’t 
solve the problem. ‘There aren’t enough jail cells in the country to 

arrest your way out,’ 
[DEA agent Gary] Tuggle said.”

-A Hidden Hellscape, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/A_hidden_heroin_hellscape.html


“‘This is a drug of, for, and by the people,” [Roland Lamb] said. “And 
the solution is an effort of, for, and by the people.’”

-A Hidden Hellscape, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/A_hidden_heroin_hellscape.html


“THE AFTERTHOUGHT”
A paragraph or sound bite at the end of a problem story that gives lip 

service to efforts at solving it. The solutions aren’t considered with 
real seriousness, but rather thrown in as an afterthought. 



http://bit.ly/2oZYiU6

http://bit.ly/2oZYiU6
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“Johnson pulled a box cutter out of his pocket and flashed the 
tiny blade. ‘You’re going to have to kill me before you 

steal my dope,’ Johnson said.”

-Dr. Oz at Philly’s heroin encampments, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/Dr-Oz-at-Phillys-heroin-encampments-I-just-walked-into-hell.html


“As the doctor’s camera crew gathered around, the former builder 
prepared his dose and shot it into his arm.”

-Dr. Oz at Philly’s heroin encampments, philly.com

http://www.philly.com/philly/health/addiction/Dr-Oz-at-Phillys-heroin-encampments-I-just-walked-into-hell.html






http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AifLepFX5NY&t=118


III. SOLUTIONS JOURNALISM



What if we replaced “if it bleeds, it leads,” 
with “if it succeeds, it leads?”



What if we replaced “whodunnit” 
with “howdunnit”? 



http://solutionsjournalism.org/

http://solutionsjournalism.org/
http://solutionsjournalism.org/


“Much of the time, reporters spotlight problems – i.e., provide 
negative feedback – with the goal of spurring reforms. This watchdog 

… role is essential. But increasingly, we’re coming to see that it is 
also incomplete. We need to promote health, not just attack disease. 
To do that for society, it’s not enough to know what’s broken; people 

need to know how problems could be, or are being, fixed.”

-David Bornstein, CEO 
Solutions Journalism Network



Solutions journalism is not...
● Hero worship
● Silver bullets
● Favors for friends
● Think tank 
● Afterthoughts
● Activism
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Solutions journalism is rigorous reporting that...
● Presents a response to a social problem
● Shows the nitty-gritty, ‘howdunnit’ details of the response 
● Offers evidence of results linked to the response
● Explains the limitations of the response
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“A supervised injection facility is a walk-in center where drug users 
can get clean equipment and use (their own) drugs under the 

watchful eye of staff armed with naloxone.”

-Injecting Drugs, Under a Watchful Eye
The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/18/opinion/injecting-drugs-under-a-watchful-eye.html


“Clients pick up clean injecting equipment and go to one of 13 clean, 
well-lit carrels - mirrored, so staff can watch. After they inject, they 

can go to a chill room to talk with peer counselors and nurses.”

-Injecting Drugs, Under a Watchful Eye
The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/18/opinion/injecting-drugs-under-a-watchful-eye.html


“Supervised injection sites save lives. There has yet to be a single 
overdose death in a site anywhere in the world, said Rick Lines, 

executive director of Harm Reduction International.”

-Injecting Drugs, Under a Watchful Eye
The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/18/opinion/injecting-drugs-under-a-watchful-eye.html


“They get people into health care. They do not increase drug 
injecting. They don’t increase trafficking or crime in the surrounding 

neighborhoods - their neighborhoods, in fact, saw less public 
injecting and fewer dropped syringes. And by averting H.I.V. and 

Hep C infections and reducing ambulance use and hospitalizations, 
they save money.”

-Injecting Drugs, Under a Watchful Eye
The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/18/opinion/injecting-drugs-under-a-watchful-eye.html


“Insite’s 13 carrels are not enough - each day starts off with a line 
around the block. This is bad for the neighborhood, and 
counterproductive for drug users. It’s very hard to stand 
in line for an hour with a bag of heroin in your pocket.”

-Injecting Drugs, Under a Watchful Eye
The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/18/opinion/injecting-drugs-under-a-watchful-eye.html


http://bit.ly/2ofwkzT

http://bit.ly/2ofwkzT
http://bit.ly/2ofwkzT


“Naloxone, which can be injected or given through a nasal spray, is 
simple for a bystander to administer when they see signs of someone 

overdosing and it immediately reverses its effects.”

-How One City Is Working To Get An Overdose Antidote...
Fast Company

https://www.fastcompany.com/3059609/how-one-city-is-working-to-get-an-overdose-antidote-in-every-home


“Last year, [Baltimore Health Commissioner Leana Wen] issued a 
‘standing order’ blanket prescription, so that anyone in Baltimore 
who completes a very short training, can fill an order at a local 

pharmacy. ‘We believe in training everyone,’ she says.”

-How One City Is Working To Get An Overdose Antidote...
Fast Company

https://www.fastcompany.com/3059609/how-one-city-is-working-to-get-an-overdose-antidote-in-every-home


“So far, the city has trained 10,000 people on using naloxone and has 
launched a 24/7 phone line as a one-stop resource for anyone with 
addiction or mental health needs (six months after it launched, it 

gets 1,000 calls a week).”

-How One City Is Working To Get An Overdose Antidote...
Fast Company

https://www.fastcompany.com/3059609/how-one-city-is-working-to-get-an-overdose-antidote-in-every-home


“Though it is hard to get clear data on how much the drug is being 
used by people trained through the program, Wen says that several 
lives have been saved this year by people having greater access to 
naloxone. The Baltimore police force have been carrying naloxone 
doses for just a few months; she says they have saved 21 lives.”

-How One City Is Working To Get An Overdose Antidote...
Fast Company

https://www.fastcompany.com/3059609/how-one-city-is-working-to-get-an-overdose-antidote-in-every-home


“In Maine, Republican Governor Paul LePage vetoed legislation in 
April that would expand access to naloxone, echoing worries from 
some that too much access to the drug reduces the incentives for 

addicts to get treatment, knowing they have a safety net.”

-How One City Is Working To Get An Overdose Antidote...
Fast Company

https://www.fastcompany.com/3059609/how-one-city-is-working-to-get-an-overdose-antidote-in-every-home
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“Unlike other drugs to treat addiction, Vivitrol is long-acting, 
shielding newly released inmates from their own impulses during the 
critical first days of freedom. Unlike methadone and buprenorphine 

(often referred to by its brand name, Suboxone), Vivitrol doesn’t 
produce a high and can’t be diverted to street use.”

-Drug may give those leaving jail a better shot at recovery
The Boston Globe

http://bit.ly/1Qf1Iti


“Barnstable County started offering Vivitrol to inmates in 2012, 
among the first jail operators in the country to do so. Since then, jails 
and prisons through Massachusetts, and about 100 others nationally, 

have embraced Vivitrol as a new tool to keep people off of drugs 
and out of prison.”

-Drug may give those leaving jail a better shot at recovery
The Boston Globe

http://bit.ly/1Qf1Iti


“Lonergan was among 178 Barnstable inmates who have agreed to a 
Vivitrol shot. ‘About 45 to 50 percent are still clean and sober, some 
for up to three years,’ Barnstable County Sheriff James M. Cummings 

said. ‘That’s kind of significant. Usually the 
relapse rate is 85 percent.”

-Drug may give those leaving jail a better shot at recovery
The Boston Globe

http://bit.ly/1Qf1Iti


“But those 178 who volunteered to take the initial Vivitrol shot 
represent only about 9 percent of inmates released from the 

Barnstable jail, and the statistics, while encouraging, don’t prove 
Vivitrol made the difference. Perhaps those who took it were a highly 

motivated minority already more likely to succeed. Or they could 
have benefited chiefly from better links to services 

in the community.”

-Drug may give those leaving jail a better shot at recovery
The Boston Globe

http://bit.ly/1Qf1Iti


“‘Its reputation on the street is that it’s a silver bullet,’ [Dr. Barbara] 
Herbert said of Vivitrol. ‘But there is no way to heal from addiction 

without doing the psychological work of recovery.’”

-Drug may give those leaving jail a better shot at recovery
The Boston Globe

http://bit.ly/1Qf1Iti
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http://bit.ly/2poSn8p
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Research methodology...
● 755 US adults were presented with one of six news articles
● Topics included: (1) Effects of traumatic experiences of children at 

American schools, (2) homelessness in urban America, and (3) a lack of 
clothing among poor people in India

● Each participant was given either a non-solutions article (focused 
primarily on the problem), or an identical article with added reporting 
on potential responses to mitigate the problem



Solutions journalism stories...
● Heightened audiences’ perceived knowledge and sense of efficacy
● Strengthened the connection between audiences and news 

organizations
● Catalyzed potential engagement on an issue



Heightened perceived knowledge + sense of efficacy… 
● Said the article seemed different from a typical news article
● Perceived that they gained more knowledge about the issue
● Indicated that they felt more informed about the issue
● Responded that the article increased their interest in the issue
● Believed they could contribute to a solution
● Believed there are effective ways to address the issue
● Said the article influenced their opinion
● Indicated that they felt inspired and/or optimistic about the issue



Strengthened connection between audience + news orgs...
● Read more articles by the same author
● Read more articles by the same publication
● Read more articles about the issue
● Talk to family or friends about the issue
● Share the article they read on social media



Catalyzed potential engagement on an issue… 
● More likely to get involved in working toward a solution
● More likely to donate to an organization working on the issue



IV. COVERING ADDICTION



http://coveringaddiction.com/

http://coveringaddiction.com/
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Course objectives...
● Provide students with foundational information on behavioral health, 

substance use disorders and recovery
● Train students on the importance of language choice in their reporting
● Encourage students to think about the ways in which they can frame 

their narratives on sensitive, stigmatized subjects
● Provide students with solutions-oriented principles and models for 

their stories



Questions we’ve explored...
● How do news organizations impact the public’s perception of substance 

use, addiction and recovery? 
● How has the news media’s portrayal of substance use and addiction 

evolved over time? 
● How do race and socioeconomic status play a role in substance use and 

addiction coverage? 
● How can we shift to a solutions-oriented approach in our substance use 

and addiction reporting? 



Weeks 1-2: Solutions Journalism Training



http://bit.ly/2nikLuH
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Weeks 3-4: Substance Use and 
Addiction in the Media



http://manyfaces1voice.org/

http://manyfaces1voice.org/
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Substance use disorder (not abuse)
Person with a substance use disorder

Person in recovery
Medication-assisted treatment
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Weeks 5-10: Guest Speakers



Aaron Kucharski (Facing Addiction/NCADD-NJ)



Scott McLane + Rich Stockwell (People in recovery)



Chelsey + Judith Cain (Daughter + mother)



Jon Orens (Father of overdose victim)



Devin Reaves (Recovery advocate)



Roland Lamb (DBHIDS)



Ian Stoddart, Chas Carlson, Eric Miller (Paramedic, EMT, Police)



Akia Feggans + Karen Shible (Philadelphia FIGHT)



Keli McLoyd (Treatment Research Institute)



Fred Way (PARR)



Matt Schmonsees (Philadelphia Treatment Court)



Chuck Blair, Mary Haney + Rob Nash (New Church Live)



Melody Schofield + Gavin Young (Human Strength)



Rebecca Bonner (The Bridge Way School)



Jimmy Hatzell + Robert Ashford (Collegiate recovery)



Morgan Zalot (NBC10) + Elana Gordon (WHYY)



http://bit.ly/1RaO9L7
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http://n.pr/2kZADSd
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Weeks 12-15: Production





















Week 16: Project Launch (May 4)



http://bit.ly/2oefQrK
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QUESTIONS?



Thanks! 
jillian bauer / @thesmallpicture / @sojoaddiction / coveringaddiction.com

http://coveringaddiction.com/

